Riverview Alumni Parent Listserv (RValums)
The Riverview Alumni Parent Listserv (RValums) is a group where parents of Riverview students/alumni can share their insights and experiences about their children’s life after Riverview.

Riverview families represent an incredible nationwide network of experience, expertise, insights and support. Many alumni families learned the value of the Riverview family network while their children attended Riverview. The RValums listserv helps families continue to connect and help each other as they help their children build their lives after Riverview.

Riverview alumni parents, Riverview staff, and parents of current Riverview students are all welcome to join RValums

Here are instructions for joining:

1. From your browser go to: Groups.IO
2. Create an account based on your email address.
3. Search for RValums then click on +Join This Group
4. The Groups.io sign-up process offers two choices to new users, as follows:
   “If you only want to send and receive messages from RValums@groups.io, reply to this email to confirm your email address and activate your membership.

   If you want to use the resources and read messages on the website, please click on the link below to confirm your email address, set up a password, and choose other subscription settings:”

   We recommend that all users choose the second option so they can easily access RValums resources on the Groups.io web site.

5. The above steps will send a membership request to the RValums moderator (currently John Bogasky, parent GROW ’14) for approval.

If your email address does not include your name, we also recommend that you send John a separate email (johnbogasky@hotmail.com) to provide your name and your connection to Riverview. That will help John quickly validate your request. He will reach out to your email address if more info is needed.